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G.R Case No. 2436/2016 

APPENDIX-12 

 

IN THE COURT OF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE 1ST CLASS 
LAKHIMPUR, NORTH LAKHIMPUR 

 

 
                Present: Ms. Sparsita Garg, M.A., L.L.M., A.J.S 

                               Judicial Magistrate 1ST CLASS, 
                               Lakhimpur, North Lakhimpur, Assam 
  

                        (Date of Judgment: 22-03-2022) 
 

                (G.R. Case NO.2436 OF 2016) 
                              Laluk P.S. Case No.347/2016  

                under sections 403/506(ii) IPC 

 
 

INFORMANT STATE OF ASSAM 

REPRESENTED BY Sri J. Doley, A.P.P. 

ACCUSED 1. Md. Rasid Khan, 

S/o Late Jasman Khan,  

R/o: Podumoni Gaon,  

P.S.- Laluk,  

District: Lakhimpur.  

REPRESENTED BY Mr. Sanjib Gogoi, Advocate 

 

APPENDIX-13 

Date of offence  18.09.2016 

Date of FIR 22.09.2016 

Date of Charge Sheet 29.09.2016 

Date of Framing of Charges/offence 

explanation 

19.08.2017 
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Date of commencement of evidence 15.07.2019 

Date on which judgment is reserved NIL 

Date of Judgment 22.03.2022 

Date of the Sentencing Order, if any --- 

                                   

Accused Details: 

Rank of 

the 

Accused 

Name 

of 

Accused 

Date 

of 

Arrest 

Date 

Release on 

Bail 

Offences 

charged 

with 

Whether 

Acquitted 

or 

convicted 

Sentence 

Imposed 

Period of 

Detention 

Undergone 

during 

Trial for 

purpose of 

Sec. 428 

Cr.P.C. 

A1 Md. 

Rasid 

Khan 

Nil 14.06.2017 403/506(ii) 

IPC 

Acquitted Nil Nil 

 

J  U  D  G  M  E  N  T 

PROSECUTION’S CASE IN BRIEF: 

1. The informant lodged an ejahar inter alia submitting that the 

informant is running a government scheme namely Manas 

Training Programme since last two months. The accused 

disconnected the electricity and water connection and also 

threatened two students with dire consequences. For this 

incident an ejahar was lodged at Laluk Police Station. Two days 
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prior to that incident on 18.09.2016 one unknown person also 

threatened co-ordinator Md. Mannan who came in a number 

plate less motor-cycle. The accused also took forcefully took 

away a government allotted laptop. The informant demanded 

her laptop but the accused refused to return the same. The 

price of the laptop is around Rs. 50,000/- (Rupees Fifty 

Thousand Only) and hence the informant prayed for recovery 

of her laptop. Hence this case. 

 

2. On receipt of the ejahar, Officer-in-Charge of Laluk Police 

Station registered the Laluk Police Station Case No.347/2016 

under sections 403/506 Indian Penal Code. Thereafter 

Investigating Officer launched investigation of the case and 

submitted charge-sheet u/s 403/506 IPC against the accused 

namely Md. Rasid Khan. 

 

3. Thereafter, cognizance has been taken and summons have 

been issued to the accused. On appearance of accused, 

necessary documents required u/s 207 Cr.P.C have been 

furnished to him. On perusal of the materials on record formal 

charges u/s 403/506(ii) of the Indian Penal Code is read over 

and explained to the accused to which he pleaded not guilty 

and claimed to be tried. 

 

4. Prosecution in support of its case has examined only nine (09) 

witnesses.  
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5. Examination of accused u/s 313 Cr.P.C. is dispensed with since 

no incriminating materials are found against him. Accused 

denied adducing evidence in defence. 

 

6. I have heard the arguments advanced by the Learned Counsel 

for the accused and Learned A.P.P. Perused the materials 

available in the case record. Upon hearing both the parties and 

on perusal of the record, following points for determination are 

formulated for proper adjudication of this case. 

 

POINTS FOR DETERMINATION: 

Point No 1: Whether the accused prior to 22.09.2016, 

dishonestly converted to his own use the laptop of the 

informant/victim Musstt. Saheba Ahmed, and thereby 

committed an offence under Section 403 of the Indian Penal 

Code.  

Point No 2: Whether the accused prior to 22.09.2016, 

criminally intimidated the informant/victim Musstt. Saheba 

Ahmed by threatening to kill her, and thereby committed an 

offence under Section 506(ii) of the Indian Penal Code. 

 

DISCUSSIONS, DECISIONS AND REASONS THEREOF: 

 

7. Now let me try to decide the above points by appreciating 
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the evidence available in the case record. I have carefully 

considered the evidence available in the instant case. P.W-1 

Sahiba Ahmed is the informant of this case and in her 

evidence she stated that the accused is her husband. She 

lodged this case on 21.09.2016 before SP, Lakhimpur. In the 

year 2013 there was an agreement between P.W-1 and 

accused wherein he transferred the ownership and 

possession in her name. The land was mutated in the name 

of her husband but as she has constructed the house it was 

transferred to her name in order to squeeze more money 

from her. In the same house she conducted training 

programmes as she was the consultant for Mahesh tutorials 

in the year 2016-2017. On 28.08.2016 the accused cut the 

electricity and water connection in the said house so as to 

disturb the training programme. At that time P.W- 1 was not 

present and she was informed by her two students namely 

Rasel and Farhan and on her return she approach the 

electricity department wherein she was informed that the 

accused gave an application to disconnect the line as he will 

be out of station for a few days. For this Rasel Ahmed 

lodged a FIR for violation of human rights but Laluk PS did 

not take any action. Thereafter, P.W-1 approached SP, North 

Lakhimpur. The accused also threatened Mannan Sikdar  as 

well as Farhan and Rasel with dire consequences. In the 

year 2016 the accused forcefully took away her official 

lenevo laptop which was recovered by the police from the 
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rented premises of the accused. She later on got zimma of 

the laptop from the court. For this incident she lodged the 

ejahar marked as Exhibit-1. 

 

The informant in her cross examination admitted that she 

lodged two cases against the accused and the accused also 

lodged a case against her. She also admitted that the 

accused has divorced her and they are living separately. 

However, the informant in the ejahar did not mention about 

these facts admitted by her in her cross- examination.  

Further, P.W-1 failed to mention as to from when the 

accused has been using her laptop. The defence gave 

suggestion to show that she gave the laptop to the accused 

for his Ph.D thesis work and as the relationship between 

them were cordial at that point of time. The defence gave 

suggestion that the accused was using the laptop as one 

laptop got damaged and the other laptop is in Guwahati. 

Further, the defence gave suggestion since 2014 the 

informant has lodged twelve (12) cases against the accused. 

 

The defence through cross-examination denied the entire 

allegation against the accused. However, it is not disputed 

that the accused has been using the laptop belonging to the 

informant. In order to hold the accused guilty for 

commission of offence u/s 403 IPC the following ingredient 

is required to be proved:- 
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1. Dishonestly misappropriation or conversion of any 

movable property for his own personal gain. 

 

What appears in the present case is that the informant is the 

wife of the accused and they lived together as husband and 

wife but after the dispute between them both are living 

separately. The informant also admitted the fact that the 

accused earlier transferred the suit land in her name. 

Considering the relationship between the parties it cannot be 

denied that the informant on her own gave the laptop for 

use of the accused who was pursuing his PhD studies. 

Further, it appears that the relationship between the accused 

and the informant was strained after differences appeared in 

their relationship. Whether the accused forcefully took away 

the lenevo laptop is a fact to be corroborated by the 

evidence of other witnesses.   

  

8. P.W-2 Abdul Mannan Sikdar in his evidence stated that the 

incident took place in the year 2016 and he was working as a 

co-ordinator of Manas Training programme and one day at 

about 05:00 a.m., at Podumoni Tiniali one person riding a 

numberless plate vehicle stopped near him and asked him to 

stay away. Thereafter he informed the matter to P.W-

1/informant who was at Guwahati at that time. Later on, he 
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went to the police station with P.W-1 and proved the seizure 

list marked as Exhibit-2. 

 

In his cross examination P.W-2 stated that he does not know 

the contents of Exhibit-2. The evidence of P.W-2 does not 

support the allegation that the accused has forcefully taken 

away the laptop and was using the same for his own personal 

use. Therefore, he failed to support the evidence of the 

informant/ P.W-1. Further P.W-2 admitted that one unknown 

person threatened him but he nowhere mentioned that the 

accused had threatened him in any manner. 

 

9. P.W-3 Farhan Zia supported the prosecution case and 

corroborated the evidence of P.W-2. Further he stated that he 

heard that the accused forcefully took away the lenevo laptop 

belonging to the informant. P.W-3 also stated that the 

informant though demanded the laptop to be returned in their 

presence but the accused did not return the same. Later on, 

Bihpuria police recovered the laptop from the rented house of 

the accused at Bihpuria.  

 

In his cross examination the witness admitted that he cannot 

say as to when he joined the training programme and when it 

ended. The witness admitted that he attended the training 

programme conducted by the informant. The defence 

submitted that the witness never stated before the police that 
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the informant on several times requested the accused to return 

the laptop but he did not return the same. The said 

contradiction has also been proved by the Investigating 

Officer/ P.W-9. This contradiction is vital to consider the 

veracity of the truthfulness of the evidence of P.W-3. The 

contradiction creates doubt regarding the truthfulness of his 

evidence especially when the witness is under the influence of 

the informant as this witness is undergoing training in the 

establishment of the informant. Further the Investigating 

Officer/P.W-9 also proved the contradictions wherein the 

witness never stated that he was threatened by the accused 

not to attend classes or else he will break his hands and legs. 

All these goes to show that the evidence of this witness is not 

reliable one. 

 

10. P.W-4 Rasel Ahmed in his evidence supported the 

prosecution case. Though in his evidence he stated that the 

accused forcefully took away the laptop belonging to the 

informant and in his presence the informant requested the 

accused to return the laptop on several occasions but the 

accused did not return the same, but in his cross examination 

he stated that he came to know about the matter as reported 

by the informant. Thus it appears that he has no personal 

knowledge regarding taking away of the laptop forcefully by 

the accused and it is also not believable that as to who was 

present when the informant requested the accused to return 
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the laptop. Further in his evidence he stated that he was 

threatened by the accused but in his cross examination he 

admitted that he does not remember when he was threatened 

and he also admitted that he has not approached the police for 

filing any complaint against the accused. P.W-4 proved the 

seizure list marked as Exhibit-2 but in his cross -examination 

he stated that he does not know why his signature was taken 

by the police. This witness is also working with the informant 

as instructor and therefore he appears to be an interested 

witness. Therefore, his evidence also cannot be relied upon.  

 

11. P.W-5 Hazarat Ali in his evidence stated that he is the 

landlord of the house where the accused resides as a tenant. 

The police came to his house in search of a laptop belonging to 

a NGO which was being used by the accused. The accused 

refused to hand over the laptop as he had some important files 

stored in the laptop. The witness advised the accused to 

handover the laptop after transferring his files and accordingly 

the accused called his two colleagues namely Utpal Deka and 

Ratul Bora and after transferring the files he handed over the 

laptop to the police. 

 

P.W-5 in his cross examination stated that during his stay as a 

tenant P.W-1 never visited him and therefore he could not 

support the prosecution case that the informant repeatedly 
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requested the accused to hand over the laptop and that the 

accused forcefully took away the laptop from the informant. 

 

12. P.W-6 Utpal Deka in his evidence stated that on the date of 

occurrence the accused called him and he accordingly went to 

the rented house of the accused where he was informed that 

he has to return the laptop belonging to the informant/P.W-1 

as she lodged a case against him alleging that he forcefully 

took away the laptop from her. He along with the accused 

requested police not to take away the laptop as it contained 

the Ph.D thesis of the accused. As police did not agree, P.W-6 

called his colleague Ratul Borah to transfer the thesis and 

other important document to his laptop and after the 

transferring the documents the laptop was handed over to the 

police. Further, in his evidence he stated that the laptop 

belonged to the informant. He proved the seizure list marked 

as Exhibit-3. 

 

The evidence of P.W-6 does not show that the accused has 

forcefully taken away the laptop belonging to the informant 

and that the informant requested the accused to return the 

same. Further in his cross examination he stated that the 

accused can never threatened the informant or any other 

person. Thus, it appears that this witness also did not support 

the prosecution case. 
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13. P.W-7 Dr. Ratul Borah in his evidence stated that in the 

year 2016 his colleague Utpal Deka called him to the rented 

house of the accused and informed him that the police has 

come to take the laptop and therefore he asked him to bring 

his laptop to transfer the thesis of the accused. P.W-7 went 

with his laptop and transferred the files and thereafter the 

accused handed over the laptop the police. The evidence of 

this witness also did not mention that the accused had 

forcefully taken the laptop from the informant and the accused 

threatened the informant or any other person in any manner. 

He also remained silent that the accused did not return the 

laptop in spite of request made by the informant. Thus, P.W-7 

also did not support the prosecution case.  

 

14. P.W-8 Din Islam is a seizure witness and in his evidence he 

stated that one day when he was present at Laluk police 

station police took his signature in the seizure list marked as 

Exhibit-4. Further he stated that he does not know anything 

about the incident. Thus, this witness did not support the 

prosecution case. 

 

15. P.W-9 Kuldip Gogoi is the Investigating Officer of this 

case and in his evidence he described the steps taken by 

him during his investigation. He proved the seizure lists 

marked as Exhibit-2 Exhibit-3 and Exhibit-4, the sketch map 

marked as Exhibit-5 and the charge sheet marked as Exhibit-
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6. The Investigating Officer also proved the contradictions 

made by the witnesses. 

 

16. Considering the evidence in entirety it appears that the 

accused was using the laptop of the informant for pursuing 

his Ph.D thesis work which belongs to the informant. The 

informant is the wife of the accused and it can be presumed 

that she allowed the accused to use it. There is nothing to 

show that the accused forcefully took away the laptop and 

retained it for his own use in spite of requesting him to 

return the same. There is marital dispute between both the 

parties and both parties lodged cases against each other. 

There is also no prove to hold that the accused threatened 

the informant or any other person in any manner. Thus, I 

am constrained to hold that the accused deserves to get the 

benefit of doubt and is accordingly acquitted. 

 

17. Set the accused at liberty forthwith. 

 

18. The bail bond for the accused is extended for a further 

period of six (6) months.  

 

19. The case is disposed of on contest accordingly. 

 

Given under my hand and seal on this 22nd day of March, 

2022 at Lakhimpur, North Lakhimpur. 
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Certified that the Judgment is 

typed and corrected by me and 
each page bears my signature. 

 
        
 

 (Ms. Sparsita Garg)                                                     
                                   Judicial Magistrate First Class   

       Lakhimpur, North Lakhimpur 
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                                 APPENDIX – 14 

LIST OF PROSECUTION/DEFENCE/COURT WITNESSES 

A.  Prosecution: 

 

RANK NAME NATURE OF EVIDENCE 

(EYE WITNESSES, POLICE 
WITNESS, EXPERT WITNESS, 
MEDICAL WITNESS, PANCH 

WITNESS, OTHER WITNESS) 

P.W-1 Sahiba Ahmed Informant 

P.W-2 Abdul Mannan 

Sikdar 

Panch witness 

P.W-3 Farhan Zia Eye witness 

P.W-4 Rusel Ahmed Panch witness 

P.W-5 Hazrat Ali Other witness 

P.W-6 Utpal Deka Panch witness 

P.W-7 Dr. Ratul Borah Panch witness 

P.W-8 Din Islam Panch witness 

P.W-9 Kuldeep Gogoi Police witness 

 

 

B.  Defence Witnesses, if any: 

 

RANK NAME NATURE OF EVIDENCE 

(EYE WITNESSES, POLICE 
WITNESS, EXPERT WITNESS, 

MEDICAL WITNESS, PANCH 

WITNESS, OTHER WITNESS) 

DW1 Nil Nil 

DW2 Nil Nil 
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C.  Court Witnesses, if any: 

RANK NAME NATURE OF EVIDENCE 
(EYE WITNESSES, POLICE 

WITNESS, EXPERT WITNESS, 

MEDICAL WITNESS, PANCH 

WITNESS, OTHER WITNESS) 

CW1 Nil Nil 

CW2 Nil Nil 

 

LIST OF PROSECUTION/ DEFENCE/ COURT EXHIBITS 

 

A. Prosecution: 

 

Sr. 
No. 

Exhibit 
Number 

Description 

1 Exhibit-1 Ejahar  

2 Exhibit-1(1) Signature of P.W-1/informant in the ejahar 

3 Exhibit-2 Seizure List 

4 Exhibit-2(1) Signature of P.W-2 in the seizure list 

5 Exhibit-2(2) Signature of P.W-4 in the seizure list 

6 Exhibit-2(3) Signature of P.W-9 in the seizure list 

6 Exhibit-3 Seizure list 

7 Exhibit-3(1) Signature of P.W-6 in the seizure list 

8 Exhibit-3(2) Signature of P.W-7 in the seizure list 

9 Exhibit-3(3) Signature of P.W-9 in the seizure list 

10 Exhibit 4 Seizure List 

11 Exhibit 4(1) Signature of P.W-8 in the seizure list 

12 Exhibit 4(2) Signature of P.W-9 in the seizure list 

13 Exhibit 5 Sketch map 
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14 Exhibit 5(1) Signature of P.W-9 in the sketch map 

15 Exhibit 6 Charge Sheet 

16 Exhibit 6(1) Signature of P.W-9 in the seizure list 

 
B. Defence: 

 

Sr. 
No. 

Exhibit Number Description 

1 Exhibit D-1/DW-1 Nil 

2 Exhibit D-2/DW-2 Nil 

 

C. Court Exhibits: 

 

Sr. 
No. 

Exhibit Number Description 

1 Exhibit C-1/CW-1 Nil 

2 Exhibit C-2/CW-2 Nil 

 

D. Material Objects: 

 

Sr. 
No. 

Exhibit 
Number 

Description 

1 MO1 Nil 

2 MO2 Nil 

 

 
(Ms. Sparsita Garg) 

Judicial Magistrate First Class  
Lakhimpur, North Lakhimpur 


